
19.0720.02000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

02/04/2019

Amendment to: SB 2227

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Expenditures $0 $0 $0 $265,000,000 $0 $0

Appropriations $0 $0 $0 $265,000,000 $0 $0

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties $0 $0 $0

Cities $0 $0 $0

School Districts $0 $0 $0

Townships $0 $0 $0

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

The bill transfers $265 million from the strategic investment and improvements fund to the retirement fund.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

N/A

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.
The $265 million transfer is included in the executive budget.



Name: Bryan Reinhardt

Agency: NDPERS

Telephone: 701-328-3919

Date Prepared: 01/20/2019



19.0720.01000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/12/2019

Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2227

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Expenditures $0 $0 $3,907,740 $270,114,208 $5,210,320 $6,818,944

Appropriations $0 $0 $3,907,740 $270,114,208 $5,210,320 $6,818,944

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties $0 $2,785,525 $3,714,034

Cities $0 $1,695,514 $2,260,685

School Districts $0 $3,277,272 $4,369,697

Townships $0 $0 $0

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

The bill increases employee & employer retirement contributions by 1%; reduces the benefit multiplier and directs 
Retiree Health Insurance Credit contributions to the retirement plan for new employees; and transfers $265M from 
the strategic investment and improvements fund to the retirement fund.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

Employer contributions would increase by 1% of payroll beginning January 2020.
The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

N/A

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

Employer contributions would increase by 1% of payroll beginning January 2020.
The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.



C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Employer contributions would increase by 1% of payroll beginning January 2020.
The office of management and budget shall transfer the sum of $265,000,000 from the strategic investment and 
improvements fund to the public employees retirement fund during the biennium beginning July 1, 2019.
Appropriations for the 1% employer contribution increase and the $265 million transfer were included in the 
executive budget.

Name: Bryan Reinhardt

Agency: NDPERS

Telephone: 701-328-3919

Date Prepared: 01/20/2019
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2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Sheyenne River Room, State Capitol 

SB2227 
1/31/2019 

#31881 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature : Pam Dever 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to public employees’ retirement provisions; provide for a transfer. 
 

Minutes:                                                  Att # 1-Scott Miller; Att #2 –Joe Morrissette; 

 
Chairman Davison: Let’s open SB2227. 
 
Sen. Dick Dever, Dist 32, Bismarck: This bill does what three other bills do plus adds $265 
million from SIF funds. This would have to go to appropriations along with the one and one 
bill. The bill does four pieces. One involves the restoration of the pension plan, one increases 
the contribution rate on the employer’s side and one employees side each by 1%. That is a 
continuation of the plan that began in 2011 which was supposed to increase each side by 
two and two. Prior to that the contribution rate was four and four. If the stock market hadn’t 
plunged in 2008 and 09, the plan would have been maintained. (1.49) This bill would remove 
the health insurance credit for new employees. That provides $5/month per year of service. 
If you work for the state for 30 years, and then retired, they receive $150 credit toward their 
health insurance. The bill would reduce the multiplier on the pension plan only for new 
employees, from 2 to 1.7. Takes the number of years’ times 1.7 time your average final salary 
and that is your pension. This bill would infuse $265 million into the plan. The projection is 
that we would be fully funded in 18 years. (3.32) There is a bill in the house to go to defined 
contribution plan, but that bankrupts the defined benefit plan. It is not right for a 20 – 30-year 
employee to get to retirement and have their plan reduced if we go to the defined contribution 
plan as proposed. (4.36) Any questions? 
 
Chairman Davison: Testimony in support? 
 
Scott Miller, Ex. Dir. N.D. Public Employees System (PERS):  We had discussed 2046, 
2047, and 2048. This bill is a combination of all three bills with the addition of $265 million 
cash infusion out of the SIF fund. (6.14) We have these bills because the PERS plan is 
underfunded. We are at 72% funded level and $1.1 billion short of assets to pay liabilities. 
2009 we lost 24% out of our portfolio. We lost $500 million dollars. (see att#1) He discussed 
this attachment. We need to get back on track for two reasons. One, for member confidence 
and retiree confidence. (13.14) Second, from a governmental account standards board’s   
perspective, since we are never expected to be 100% funded, we need to use that single 
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discount rate. We have to use a lower discount rate to figure our future liabilities. Now it is 
6.32%. Our actuarial rate is 7.75%. The difference between the two is 1.5%. The liability 
looks a lot bigger. We are $1.1 billion underfunded. (14.08) Most political subs have to record 
as of last year, and they have 50% greater liabilities reported than before. So many look like 
they are in the red now. GASB (Governmental Accounting Standards Board) is the report. 
Than concluded my testimony. Any questions? (16.5)  
 
Chairman Davison: What is the minimum that we would need to do as a state in order to 
meet the GASB requirements to reduce that $600 million liability off our statement? 
 
Scott: In the retiree health insurance credit bill. Removing that gets us to 2118.  
 
Chairman Davison: So if just the health credit bill passed, and no other bills passed, that 
would take care of the liability in regards to political subs?   
 
Scott: Assuming all actual assumptions are met, correct. 
 
Chairman Davison: Do you collect data regarding retirees telling you stuff?  
 
Scott: I don’t have data, just the phone calls I get. 
 
Chairman Davison: I would tract that if I were you. 
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: Is it possible to give employee an option to choose defined benefit or 
defined contribution?  
 
Scott: It is possible to have both at the same time. We have a defined contribution here for 
the state. It is only available to non-classified employees. In 2013, the legislature opened it 
up to all new employees for 2013-2017. We had 3% of the 4400 new employees during that 
time frame choose the defined contribution plan. In 2017, the legislature gave the 3% as 
choice to go back to defined benefits if they wanted.  
 
Chairman Davison: Any more testimony?   
 
Joe Morrissette, OMB:  I have nothing new to add. (see att# 2) I support this bill. Any 
questions? 
 
Chairman Davison: More testimony? Any opposing? 
 
Nick Archuleta, N.D. United: The defined benefit plan is held very sacred by the people I 
represent. They know this is a good tool to recruit employees. This should serve as a 
cautionary tail because this should have been fixed years ago. We did support the one and 
one increase. 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: What is the best fix? 
 
Nick: Our members did appreciate the governors fix. (25.15) 
No more testimony so hearing was closed. (25.37) 



2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Government and Veterans Affairs Committee 
Sheyenne River Room, State Capitol 

SB2227 
2/1/2019 
# 31996 

 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Signature : Pam Dever 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to public employees’ retirement provisions; provide for a transfer. 
 

Minutes:                                                  Att # 1 – Sen Davison 

 
Chairman Davison: I have an amendment for SB2227. I gutted it other than on the last page, 
where section 9 is, and it becomes section 1. That is the transfer to the Office of Management 
and Budget shall transfer the sum of $265 million from the strategic investment fund to the 
public employee’s retirement fund during the biennium July 1, 2019 and ending July 30, 2021.  
What are the committee wishes?  
 
Vice Chair Meyer: I move to adopt amendment 19.0720.01001. Sen. Erin Oban: I second. 
 
Chairman Davison: Any discussion? Take roll:  YES  --  7     NO  --  0   -0-absent. 
 
Vice Chair Meyer: I move a DO PASS as Amended and rerefer to Appropriations.  
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: I second. 
 
Chairman Davison: Discussion. 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: (3.10) I can appreciate the efforts we are making to get this closer to fully 
funded. I just don’t think this is the right amount given our budget situation. I feel the urgency 
is a bit dramatic. The only reason it would have to be fully funded today, if every single state 
employee decided to retire today. Happy to send it down to appropriations and let them 
decide. (3.44) 
 
Chairman Davison: I agree with you. It is part of the governor’s budget. We will let 
appropriations deal with it. Roll:   YES  --  7    NO  --  0   -0-absent. 
 
Chairman Davison will carry the bill. 
 
(done – 5.01) 
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2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee 
Harvest Room, State Capitol 

SB 2227  
2/12/2019 

Job #32583 (11:39) 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Alice Delzer/ Meghan Pegel 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide for a transfer from the strategic investment and improvements 
fund to the public employees retirement fund. (PERS) 
 

Minutes:                                                 1. Testimony of Sharon Schiermeister  

 
 
Chairman Holmberg called the committee to order on SB 2227.  All committee members 
were present except Senator Dever. Becky Deichert, OMB, and Brady Larson, Legislative 
Council, were also present.   
 
 
Joe Morrissette, OMB, testifies in favor 
 
Morrissette: This bill started as part of the OMB draft for SB 2015. I testified in favor of it at 
that point. We felt like the accumulation of monies in the SIIF provided an opportunity to 
transfer that and address the unfunded liability. I still offer my support for that proposal. 
 
 
(1:40) Sharon Schiermeister, Chief Operating Officer of NDPERS, testifies in favor (see 
attachment #1)   
 
Chairman Holmberg: Because the prime sponsor of the bill is at a PERS meeting, we will 
not take action on this bill at this time.  
 
Senator Sorvaag: Those numbers are based solely on this number and nothing else? 
 
 Schiermeister: Correct. 
 
Chairman Holmberg: We have the two bills, 2046 and 2047, on the calendar. I don’t know 
if they’re going to do them today or not.    
 
Senator Bekkedahl: I was under the impression from testimony from Scott Miller that if we 
did the 1% and 1%, that would take care of the GASB issue that we’ve discussed before. 
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However, the cash infusion is not required to make that GASB issue go away as well, is it? 
It’s one or the other but not necessarily both? 
 
Schiermeister: That is correct. Actually each of the bills that have been introduced to 
address the funding situation for the PERS plan, any one of them would put us on a path to 
becoming fully funded. The impact of passing more than one of those bills or the cash infusion 
would just bring that date to 100% funding sooner; it would accelerate it. 
 
 
(7:05) Nick Archuleta, President of ND United, testifies in favor 
 
Archuleta: I rise in support today on behalf of our members to encourage a do pass 
recommendation. I know that this is a very fluid situation, but it is important that our members’ 
voice be heard in that we recognize the importance of a defined benefit retirement plan. 
Agency heads realize how important it is to recruit and retain highly skilled individuals to work 
for the state by having a benefit like a retirement plan that we have now. Any one of these 
things would change the trajectory and be helpful. We have supported the 1% and 1% 
increase as well. We’re hopeful we can speed up that day where we’re fully funded by 
passing this bill. 
 
V. Chairman Wanzek: You were saying any one of these or a combination of these would 
get us to 100% funding. What if we did a mix of them? How did you come up with $265M? 
What if it was something less plus the other measures? 
 
Schiermeister: We actually didn’t come up with the $265M. That was something that was 
proposed through OMB and the governor’s recommendation. We just used that to price it 
and have our actuary project. 
 
V. Chairman Wanzek: but if we were to put some cash in addition to adopting some of the 
other measures, that could get us there as well, maybe even quicker. 
 
Schiermeister: Yes, that’s correct. One of the questions we had last week when we were 
talking about the retirement contribution increase, the question came up as to what would 
happen if instead of putting that in January 1st of 2020, we delayed that a year to 2021. We 
did check with our actuaries and they felt that would just delay us reaching our funded status 
by a year. All of that is very fluid; anything would be helpful. 
 
Chairman Holmberg: I think all the members got an email about the actual impact and what 
the cost would be on the general fund if it went into effect January 1st of 2021. The challenge 
we have is if we put $40M here or put it into rural roads; those are the choices we have to 
wrestle with. 
 
 
Chairman Holmberg closes the hearing on SB 2227. 
   
 
  
 



2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee 
Harvest Room, State Capitol 

SB 2227  
2/14/2019 

JOB 32759  
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk:  Alice Delzer  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
 A BILL for an Act RE: transfer from SIIf to the public employees retirement fund (PERS)  (Do 
Not Pass)   
 

Minutes:                                                 No testimony submitted  

 
Chairman Holmberg: Opened the hearing on SB 2227. All committee members were 
present. Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Stephanie Gullickson, OMB were also 
present.   There was discussion regarding the transfer of money.  
 
Senator Poolman: Moved a do not pass.  2nd by Senator Bekkedahl.   
 
Senator Dever:  exclaimed the reason he brought it up to the committee. Discussion followed 
regarding the TFFR. 
 
Chairman Holmberg:  We have a motion for a do not pass. Call the roll on a Do Not Pass. 
on SB 2227.  
 
A Roll Call vote was taken.  Yea: 14; Nay: 0; Absent: 0.    Senator Dever will carry the 
bill.  
 
The hearing was closed on SB 2227.  
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